
 



 

 
 
 
You can order a design with the item code that is mentioned under the photo. 
 
Some of the designs are available in different sizes. We use the following codes 
under the images: 
 
L = Large  (candles diameter 3,5”<    length 25”<) 
M= Medium  (candles  diameter 2,8” - 3,5”  length 15,5”<) 
S= Small  (candles diameter 2”- 2,8”   length 7,9”<) 
 
We choose for the diameter the size that fits best because of the width of the 
design, the length is the minimum size for the design to fit on the candle. 
 
 
U kunt een paasversiering bestellen door de artikelcode op te geven die onder 
de foto staat. 
Sommige ontwerpen zijn verkrijgbaar in verschillende maten. We hanteren de 
volgende codes onder de afbeeldingen: 
 
L = Large  (kaarsdiameter 9 cm<    lengte 65 cm<) 
M = Medium  (kaarsdiameter 7 cm – 9 cm  <  lengte 40 cm<) 
S = Small  (kaarsdiameter 5 cm – 7 cm   <  lengte vanaf 20 cm<) 
 
De diameter is de maat die het beste past bij de breedte van het ontwerp, de 
lengte is de minimale maat die nodig is om het ontwerp passend te hebben 
op de kaars. Voor bestellen van (huis)paaskaarsen kunt u ons bellen voor 
informatie m.b.t. de maat van de kaarsen welke wij in ons assortiment hebben. 
 
 
 

 
L          M         S         S        S        S         M          L



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

               
 PA8001.D4  PA8002.C1    PA8501.D1             PA8604.D1          PA8606.B1 
 L L L L L 

              
  PA8701.D1    PA9902.C4      PA8902.C1           PA9001.A4        PA9003.D2 
 L L/M/S L L/M L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

         
     PA9103.A1    PA8902.C1    PA9201.G1       PA8503.D2       PA9302.B1 

   L L L L L 

             
       PA9401.C1       PA9203.B1      PA9502.B4 PA9504.C2   PA9503.B1 
   L/M/S    L  L/M L L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

         
   PA9603.D6    PA9701.A1    PA9702.A1       PA9703.A4       PA9801.D1 
  L  L L L/M/S L 

        
    PA9802.A1  PA9901.C3   PA9902.C4       PA9903.C6       PA9904.C1 
  L L/M/S L/M/S L L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

             
   PA0001.C5    PA0003.A4     PA0000.B1       PA0002.H1        PA0005.B1 
 L L L L L 

             
 PA0101.D2      PA0103.H2      PA0104.G2          PA0105.B4          PA9402.C3 
 L L L/M L L 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PA0001 
PX /Fish  
AD2000 

 
no longer 
available 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                 
  PA9403.G6      PA9803.D5        PA0301.H2             PA9704.A2             PA0303.G6 
 L L/M/S L/M/S    L   L 

          
     PA0302.B1              PA0402.D1        PA0404.D1         PA0405.B6         PA0406.B2 
 L L           L           L/M/S               L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                   
       PA0502.A2     PA0503.H6    PA0601.C1     PA0602.G6    PA0603.C3 
 L/M/S   L L L L 

                    
   PA0606.D2 PA0607.G6          PA0608.D1 PA0609.D1   PA0701.D6 
 L/M/S L L L L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                       
  PA0702.C4  PA0703.D3    PA0705.D4       PA0706.G1          PA0605.H6 
 L/M/S L L/M/S L L 

                             
   PA0507.C4    PA0801.C6  PA0802.A3    PA0805.F2         PA0806.C6 
 L/M/S L L/M/S L L 
 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                         
 PA0901.B6   PA0902.C2   PA0807.C6         PA1001.C5         PA1101.C5 
 L L L/M L L 

                     
 PA1102.C2 PA1103.C6 PA1104.A5  PA1106.A5              PA1107.A5 
 L L/M/S L L                          L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                   
     PA1108.D4     PA1109.E3     PA1201.A2         PA1202.C6              PA1206.A5 
 L L/M/S L/M/S    L                          L 

                   
      PA0401.H4             PA1301.D2    PA1302.D6      PA1303.B5        PA1304.E3 
         L/M/S   L                     L/M/S     L    L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                   
     PA1305.B2 PA1306.B2           PA1307.D6             PA1308.E3 PA1401.B4 
    L   L                        L                          L  L/M/S 

                  
  PA1402.D3  PA1403.B4  PA1405.B2            PA1406.C4 PA1409.A5 
       L/M/S L/M/S L                     L/M/S                    L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                
      PA1412.B5     PA1410.F2               PA1411.B2                PA1501.D5     PA1502.D4 
   L     L   L L/M/S                L/M/S 

                 
  PA1503.D6    PA1504.B2              PA1505.D6     PA1506.D4             PA1507.A5 
 L     L L/M/S  L L 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                 
    PA1508.A5  PA1509.A5            PA1601.A3 PA8702.C4            PA1602.D4 * 
 L L                       L/M/S                 L/M/S                    L 

                  
  PA1603.B5 PA1604.B5             PA1605.B5             PA1606.A5            PA1607.B5 
 L L                           L L                        L 
* Jubilee year of Mercy.  Licence from Vatican to produce this design. 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                     
     PA1608.C5            PA1609.A2             PA1701.A3 PA1702.A3 PA1703.B5 
      L/M/S L                     L/M/S                 L/M/S                   L 

                    
  PA1704.D3           PA1707.A5           PA1801.A2               PA1802.C3              PA1803.B5 
 L L                    L/M/S                  L/M/S                 L/M/S 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                
      PA1804.A6                PA1805.B5            PA1806.B5               PA1807.B5            PA1808.B5 
     L                           L       L      L   L                       

             
       PA1809.B5               PA1901.C5             PA1902.C5               PA1903.D5             PA1904.E5               
            L                       L/M/S                L/M/S                   L/M/S                L/M/S 
 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                
   PA1905.A6           PA2001.A6               PA2002.A6                 PA2003.A6            PA2004.B4            
          L                    L/M/S                   L/M/S   L/M/S                        L 

                       
     PA2005.H5             PA2006.B5  PA2101.00   PA2102.00          PA2103.00   
           L                          L       L/M/S            L/M/S                  L/M/S  
 



The year band of the designs may vary from the image shown in the brochure. 
 

                   
    PA2104.00               PA2105.00                  PA2106.00               PA2109.B5                         
       L/M/S                  L/M/S                   L/M/S                       L 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

General Terms 
 
  
 
1. Each offer of our partnership as well as each and every sales agreement between our 
partnership and any buyer is subject to the stipulations mentioned below so far as not agreed 
upon otherwise by parties in writing. 
 
2. Any stipulations that differ from the terms of sale are explicitly agreed upon between buyer 
and partnership. By concluding an agreement with our partnership. the buyer has waived the 
right to appeal to other terms and conditions. Even if the conditions of the buyer contain a 
stipulation of the same scope as the one meant in article 1, these terms of sale take at all times 
precedence over any such terms of the buyer. 
 
Images 
3. All images shown have, in the widest possible sense, only an indicative meaning. Date straps 
can be different then shown, depending of the designs in later years. 
 
Time of delivery 
4. Times of delivery agreed upon must be considered indicative and for delivery ex works only. 
A term of delivery expressed in time starts no sooner than the moment when the last of the 
terms stated in the confirmation of order has been met. 
 
5. When it has been agreed upon that the goods to be delivered must be called by the buyer 
within a certain period of time and the buyer fails to meet his obligations as regards this matter, 
our partnership has the right to dissolve the agreement without proof of default and without 
the intervention of a judge, to deliver the goods to the buyer at our discretion or to store these 
goods for buyer's account and at buyer's risk, by which the partnership will have met her 
obligation to deliver the goods. 
 
Delivery 
6. Products supplied by our partnership always travel at buyer's risk, even when the term of 
delivery "free" is used and regardless the means of transport and the route chosen. 
 
7. The ownership of the goods to be delivered by the partnership does not pass on to the buyer 
until he has paid all that he is due to the partnership on whatever grounds there may be. Until 
this time of payment the buyer is compelled to store the goods in such a way that they are 
recognisable as the property of the partnership, if the partnership demands so in writing. 
 
Payment 
8. In spite of any complaints about defects of the goods the buyer is obliged to pay the 
purchase price at the time agreed upon. 
 
9. If the partnership demands so the buyer is at all times obliged to pay the whole purchase 
price or part of it in advance or to provide a security sound enough according to the 
partnership for meeting his obligations towards the partnership. 
 
10. Refusal of goods or documents representing the goods does not discharge the buyer of his 
obligation to pay. The buyer is not entitled to return the goods unless the partnership has 
granted him permission in writing to do so. 
 
Dutch Law 
11. Please note that all our business transactions are subject to the rules and stipulations under 
Dutch law. 
 
 
 
  
 
  



 

Copyright 
 
  
 
All our designs are protected by copyright. Any infringement is strictly forbidden. 
 
In the past after a violation of our rights we took legal steps, resulting in a conviction. The 
consequence of this is that the jurisprudence ( the sentence of the judge) protects our 
copyright even better. Therefore, if plagiarism of any kind whatsoever comes to our notice, we 
will not hesitate to take immediate legal action . 
 
 
Copyright - Wax Art Studio - The Netherlands 1977-2021 
 
V.20211123  Earlier versions of this catalogue are no longer valid. 
 
 
 
 
 


